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Big Sea by Rev Simpkins & the Phantom Notes

(antigen 353)

Illustrated by Tom Knight
With a foreword by Stephen Cottrell, Archbishop of York
Released in hardback, saddle-stitched, and digital versions on 25th September 2020

Big Sea, Rev Simpkins’ new album and 32-page illustrated book is a life-affirming meditation on hope during dark times.
This new collection of exuberant and eccentric songs was written during the Rev’s diagnosis, treatment and recovery
from cancer and drummer James De’ath’s illness with sepsis. What resulted was an emotive celebration of the peaks
and troughs of life and death told through off-kilter songs about east coast creeks, shattering storms, mystic pelicans
and the Colchester martyrs. Artist Tom Knight’s illustrations and typesetting of the lyrics add further life to the album’s
striking images and sentiments.
The Reverend Matt Simpkins is the fourth generation of his family to be ordained priest in the Church of England. Prior
to ordination, Matt was a professional musician. He collaborated with Kenney Jones of the Small Faces to reconstruct
the orchestral parts of their 1968 psychedelic masterpiece Ogden’s Nut Gone Flake, and gained notoriety through his
raucous and melodious exploits in FuzzFace and heavy-weight hollering in gospel fiddle duo Sons of Joy. The Reverend’s
2008 LP, Babbler & Crow, and 2009 LP, Lions were praised by the national folk and music press, and were heralded by
the legendary poet-musician Martin Newell. Eleven years since the last Rev album, Matt’s unexpected illness brought
with it an opportunity to make new music.
Rev Simpkins’s distinctive sound is a brew of outlandish tunefulness, string-snapping fingerpicking, and sanctified
psychedelia. Shades of the Kinks, Captain Beefheart, and Pavement meld with church choirs and pipe organs, pre-war
Gospel Blues, strings, brass bands, and Bert Jansch style finger-twanged guitar. Big Sea features singer-songwriter Ady
Johnson, Daniel Merrill (Dead Rat Orchestra, Sons of Joy), and Toby Bull (FuzzFace) and was recorded in Cornard
(Suffolk), Colchester (Essex) and Cairo (Egypt) in the spring of 2020.
The book, which is available as a hardback or a heavy-weight saddle-stitched paperback, was designed by artist and
author Tom Knight. Tom, who comes from Mersea Island, is described by The Sunday Times as
‘skilled…multitalented…deserves to be better known’.
Matt Simpkins commented, ‘Once I was ordained, I assumed I’d never have an opportunity to write and record again.
But when (and probably because) I got ill the songs started flowing once more until we found we had enough for an
album. Big Sea is a candid and curious musical diary of that time. It’s hopeful and joyous because it takes the darkness
of life seriously, so the light can be appreciated even more. It’s designed to be listened to while enjoying Tom’s
wonderful illustrations.’
Big Sea is released by antigen records on 25th September 2020.
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Press reaction to Rev Simpkins & the Phantom Notes
“Deep, dark...makes the hairs on the back of your neck stand up” Maverick Magazine
“Raw, authentic and always riveting” Acoustic Magazine
‘High octane stuff...unique musical style and literate words performed with energy and passion. He must be a gas live.’ fROOTS
“skewed blues and rot-gut jugband swagger...a heady mix” Rock 'n' Reel
“I wonder what goes on inside his head” Blues Matters

Riding the Swells

A Reverend’s guide to navigating the Big Sea
Advent (Whispered Light)
“The shock and utter bafflement of a moment of diagnosis. A glimmer of light amid swells of feedback and stylophone.”
Big Sea
“A cleric’s take on Lust for Life, with a smattering of brass band and a dollop of profound impatience with waiting lists.”
Creek Sailor
“It turns out the shallows are more dangerous than the depths.”
Pelican
“Swirling strings weave an ancient mystical image into heady psychedelia.”
Psalm
“A 3,000 year-old song I wrote last July”
Asleep in the Stern
“Shattering storms needn’t destroy everything. If I’d only known where to look.”
Song of the Martyr’s Lover
“What would it feel like to love someone who went to the stake for a cause? Based on the true story of the Colchester
Martyr, Rose Alleyn.”
Holy Innocents’ Day
“How old stories help tackle new injustices.”
All Feeling Sense Seems to be Gone
“The remarkable words of a 19th century hymn, electrified.”
Hands
“What I’ve learned from burying and baptising people.”
Welsh Jane
“A love song about car sickness, salt air, real life.”
Out of the Depths
“When you find all the words you should pray quite absurd, and the hope once preached is eluding you…write a song.”
Sing Your Life
“While breath remains within me, I shall not keep from singing.”

